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Introduction
S. ARAKI and H. ToDA [1] discussed the multiplicative structures in mod.q
generalized cohomology theories. In [2], the first named author discussed the
multiplicative structures in a‑coefllcient cohomology theories (a is stable map of

spheres) and in the case cr=v (a stable class of the Hopf map from S3 to SZ)
obtained a sufHcient condition for existence of admissible multiplication in h*( ; a)

for any reduced multiplieative generalized cohomology theory {hN", a} defined
on the category of finite CW‑complexes or of the same homotopy type with base
points. In [3], a sufficient condition for existence of admissible multiplication in
the case a = n2 is obtained.

In this paper we discusse the existence of the admissible multiplication in a
more general case including the case a = rp and rp2.

For the stable map aE{Sr+le"i, Sr} satisfying the condition "k is an odd
integer or 2a == O", we obtained a sufllcient condition for existence of admissible
multiplication in %"( ; a) for any multiplicative generaiized cohomology theory%'.

In gi, we define the notion of admissible multiplication in a‑coefficient coho‑

mology theories. Ing2, we compute some stable homotopy groups and make
preparations to the existence theorem of admissible multiplication from homo‑
topical points of view. The existence of admissible multiplication is proved in S3
by constructing a multiplication.
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gl. Preliminaries
First we shall fix some notations :

XAY : the reduced join of two spaces X and Y with base points,
SnX = XASn : the iterated reduced suspension of X,
Snf= fAlsn : the iterated reduced suspension of L

T = T(A, B) : AAB ‑ BAA : the map swiching factors,
{X, Y}:the stable homotopy group of CW‑complexes X and Y with base
polnt preservmg,
Gh = limzr+fe(Sr) : the k‑th stable homotopy group of the sphere.
Let {heU*, a} be a deduced cohomology theory defined on the category of finite

CW‑complexes and be equipped with an associative multiplication pt. Let a be a

stabie homotopy class of a map from Sr+le‑i to Sr. Since the stable homotopy
type of the reduced mapping cone of this map depends only on homotopy class cr,

we denote as
Cev = Sr U C(Sr÷k‑i).

cr

The a‑coefficient cohomology theory {n*( ; a), ca} is defined by
h"Ui(x : a) ==: %i+r+k(XACcr)

and the suspension isomorphism
aa ; hNi(X ; a) ‑ %i+i(SX ; a)
is defined as the composition
acr == (lxAT)*a ; %i(X ; a) ‑‑‑> %i+i(SX ; ev),

'
where T == T(S', C.).

.Let us denote by i : Sr ‑ Ca the canonical inclusion and let rr : Cct ‑ Sr+le

be the map collapsing Sr to a point. Then we put
a. 1) Pcr =(‑1)i(r+k)(lxAfl)*ffr+le : hNi(x) ‑ %i(x ; a),
6cr, o = (‑1)i(r+k)a‑r(1.Ai)* : %i(x ; a) ‑ 'hWi+le(x)

and
6a = Pa6cr,o: hNi(X : a) ‑ %i'k(X ; a) .

which are natural and called the reduction mod.a, the Bockstein homomorphism
and the mod. cr Bockstein homomorphism respectively.

Moreover we put
(1. 2) ptL :: pt : %i(X) op･%j(Y ; cr) ‑‑‑ %i'j(XAY ; a),
ptR = (‑1)i(r+le)(lxAT)"pt : Nhi(X ; a) Q%i(Y) ‑ h""i+j(XAY ; ct)

where T == T(Y, Ca).
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A multiplication

A" NN

pt. : hi(X ; a) X hj(Y ; a) ‑ hi+j(XAY ; cr)
is said to be admissible (cf. [2] 1.6) if it satisfy the following properties

(Ai) c,ompatible with ptL and ptR through the reduction mod.cr i.e.,

(1. 3) lttL =: Fta(Pa (g) 1) and FtR=ltt.(1 (g> p.) ;

fi" ; a) of degree ‑le
(A2) there exists a cohomology operation xa : hi( )"J‑ hi‑k(
satisfying the relation
(1. 4) x.Ft(x op Y)=(‑1)ikFtL(x (29 Xex(Y)) == FtR(Xa(x) (Eg) Y)

for xE%i(X) and it is related to ptcr by the following relation
(1･ 5) 6crL̀a(X (E9 Y) = L̀L(6a,e(X) (29 Y) + (‑i)ileL̀R(XQo"a,e( Y)) ‑ (‑1)ileXcrLt(Sa,o(X) (g> 6a,o(Y))

for xe%i(X;cr) and YE%ti(Y;cr); ･
(A3) it is quasi‑associative in the sense that
Sta(FtL (E9' 1) = LtL(1 (E9･ Ltcr),

(L 6) pt.(FtR op 1) == Ftcr(1 (21) StL),
P̀R(P̀a Q･ 1) ::: S̀a(1 Q L̀R)･

g2. Stable homotopy groups of some complexes
Let tbe an integer. Assume that ta == O for an element crETr+le‑t(Sr). Let Ca

be the reduced mapping cone of a. For simplicity we denote C=Ca. From
Puppe's exact sequence and its dual associated with a cofibfation

ix

(2.
1) Sr ,C ‑+ Sr+h
we obtain the following'
table

Lemma 2.1. The grouPs {Sr+i, C} and {C, sr+j} are isomorPhic to the
corresPonding groups in the fbllowing table :
generators of .free Part

{Sr, C}
{Sr+k, C}

z

i

Z + i(Gklrpcr)

7

{Sr+J', C}

{C, sr+k}

{C, sr}
{C, sr+j}

where 7 and z are defined

finite grouP for f:tsfO, le

Z

rr

i

Z + (Gklepcr)z
finite group for 1';tsfO, k

by rr7== tisr+le

and tz==

t lsr.
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Morever we may chose 7 and 7 such that the relation

(2. 2) i‑t ‑Y 7T =tlc
holcls in {C, C}, where lc is the homotoPy class of the identity of C.

From Lemma 2.1 and dual Puppe's exact sequence associated with (2.1) it
Lemma 2.2. The grouPs {SdC, C} is isomorPhic to the corresPonding grouPs
in the following table:
generators of free Part

Z

{C, SkC}
{c, c}

Z + Z + i(Gklrpcr)

{SkC, C}

Z + finite gi.ouP

{SjC, C}

(Ski)ft

'}1. (or ii), lc

finite grouP fbr 1' iL: h, O and ‑fe

From dual Puppe's exact sequence associated with (2, 1), we obtain the following

exact sequence
u‑‑L. {sr+2le, c}(SkX2"{slec, c}(Eet!l2:Z)" {sr+h, c}(S‑tcr)' {sr+2le‑t, c} ‑

where groups {Sr+2k‑i, C} and ￡Sr+2le, C} are finite by Lemma 2. 1,
If (Ska)*7== ?(Sfea) == O, then there exists an element 6 of CShC, C} which satisfy

the following relations

(2･ 3) " 6(Ski) ==7and z6=sktA"
and we can take ti as generator of free part in {ShC, C}.
In the following, we consider aETr+le‑i(Sr) only as the eiement satisfying

(2. 4) le is an odd integer or 2a=O. ･
Lemma 2.3. (Lemma 3.5 of [4]) Let a be an element of nr+k‑i(Sr) sats]Zying
(2.4). Assume that fe‑<2r‑1, then there exists an element at of x2r+2le‑i(S2r) such
that equality

(2. 5) lcAcr=(Sri)at(Sr+k‑iT)
holds in the homotoPy set [Sr+fe‑iC, SrC].

Under the condition (2.4), from Lemma 2. 3, we shall see that CAC is homo‑
topy equivalent in stable range to the following mapping cone

(2. 6) 1‑

V. = SrC.UC(Sr+le‑iC.)

Ug

where g == (Sri)at (sr+kmiff).

We denote also by Arcr a subcomplex of jgXcr obtained by removing the (2r+le)
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‑cell SrC ‑ S2r, i. e. ,

(2. 7) N.=S2rUC(Sr+le‑iC.)
g
where g == bl(Sr+k‑irr).

The cell structures of Ncr and Na can be interpreted as follows :

(2. 8) Ncr =: (SrCaVS2r+fe)Ue2r+2le, N. ==: (S2rVS2r+k)ue2r+2k,
where e2r+Zle is attached to S2rVS2r+h by a map represented the sum of at E{S2r+2k‑i,

S2r} and crE{Sr+h‑i, Sr}. .
We use the following notations ;

(2. 9) 1' : Na ‑ Nat, the inclusion,

P t N. ‑‑> S2r+le, the map collapsing Ncr,

io : SrC ‑ Ncr, io : S2r ‑ Ncr, the inclusions,
rro : IVcr ‑‑‑,. Sr+hC, zo : Na ‑ Sr+hC, the map collapsing SrC or S2r,
ii : S2r+h ‑ Ncr, ii : S2r+h ‑. Ncr, the inclusions,

rri : Na . Q=S2rUe2r+2k, the map col!apsing S2r+k.

at

Hereafter, these mapping will be fixed as to satisfy the following relations ;
(2. 10) zno ]' = xo, j' io = io (Sri), ffe ii = Sr+ki = rco ii,
i! = j' ib 'P io = Sr ff and io ati = ‑ ii (Sr+le cr).

Lentma 2.4. There exisls an element 4 of {Ncr, CAC} satistving the following
three conditions ;

(2. 11) (i) 4 is a homotoPy equivalence, i. e., there is an inverse eff{CAC, N.}

of g such that 6g =1 and C8 = 1,

(ii) 4io=lcAi, thus 6(lcAi)=io
and
(iii) (lcArc)C = rtemo, thuS rr‑e 6 = lcAT･

We put

'

(2.12) Ce=4i'iE{S2r+h, CAC} and go=PeE{cAc, s2r+k}.
Then it foliows from (ii) and (iii) of (2. 11) that

(2. 13) (lcAT) age == Sr+lei, ee(lcAi) = Srrt.

We consider the Puppe's exact sequence associated with cofibration

(2. 14) cAsr l‑' +Ai cAc IL9LA>;rr cAsr+k.
Then, from Lemma 2. 1, (2.i2) and (2,13), we obtain the following table.
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Lemma 2.5. The grouPs {Sti, CAC} and {CAC, Sj"f are isomorPhic to the
corresponding grouPs in the following table :
generators of fo'ee Part

e

Z

iAi

{s2r"k, CAC}

Z + Z + (iAi)(Gk/nev)

7Ai, co

{s2r+2k, CAC}

Z + .finite groMP

{s2r, CAC}

{Sj, CAC}

finite grouP j' N: 2r, 2r + h a･nd 2r + 2h

z

{CAC, s2r+2k}

Z + Z + (Gk,irpcr) (TArr) 1

{CAC, s2r+k}

{CAC, s2r}

{CAC, sJ}

zAn
tAff, 6o

Z + finite grotiP
1

l

finite grouP .for 5:>ff 2r, 2r + le and 2r + 2h

where 4o and go are elements satis.fying (lcAT)Ce = Sr+lei and 6o(lcAi) = Srrc.

From the Puppe's exact sequence associated with (2.14) and Lemma 2.5 we
can see easily the following lemma :

Lemnta 2. 6.
( i ) {CAC, CASr+le} == {lcAT} + {i tArc} + {(Sr+ki)ee} + i(Gklva)(TAz)

fsZ+Z+Z+finite grouP,
( ii ) {cASr, CAC} = {lcAi} + {7 TAi} + {go (Srz)} + (iAi) (G fe1?a)T

fuZ+Z+Z+finite group.
Lemma 2. 7. Let eG{CAC, I7cr} be an element satisfb,ing (2. 11)

(i) Any element e,E{CAC, N.} satisfies (2.11) if and only if

et = e + io w(lcAn)
for some toE{Sr+leC, SrC}.

(ii) For anN element gEgGle!rpa, Put g'o==eo+g(TArr) where 6o =Pe. Then there
exists etG{CAC, N.} such that satis.lving (2. 11) and (2. 12).

Proof. (i) Assume that 6 and 6' satisfy (2.11). Since (lcAi)* (e'‑6)=O, there
exists rG{Sr+leC, IV.} such that (lcArr)"r =:: gt ‑e. From (iii) of (2.il), (lcAn)*(iGr)

== o. On the other hand the homomorphism (lcAT)" : {Sr+leC, Sr+kC} ‑ {CAC,
Sr+kc} is a monomorphism. Thus fior== O. Therefore r is contained in the image
of io* : {Sr+kC, SrC} ‑‑‑ {Sr+'leC, N.}.

Conversely, if e satisfies (ii) and (iii) of (2.11), then so dose e,. Put 4t=C‑
(lcAi)wfie, then Ci is a homotopy inverse of 6t.
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(ii) The element e' == e+ io(lcAg)(lcAz) is the required element.

We consider the ordinary homology group. Let 4 be an element of {Na, CAC}
satisfymg (2. 11) and g be a homotopy inverse of C. Let

(erAer+ek'bee'r+kAer) (erAsr+e:,ASer.+feAs,)

" er+kAer+k t, " er+kAsr+k t
be generators of the groups ll*(CAC) and H*(Na) rspectively, where eiAej and
eiAsj is a generator of (i + j')‑dim. group resp.

Using (2. 11), for the ordinary homology map g* and C, induced by g and q
resp,, we obtain that
6. (e.Ae..ele'l/XZr.+kAe.) ‑ (e.As.+le‑neej".Aleks,, e..leAs.)

i er+leAer+le ' " er+feASr+k i
c, (e.As,,ekr,ASe',.leAs.) = (e,Ae.+le+nee,rAkfte,, er+leAer)

1 er+.leASr+k ' " er+kAer+k t
for some integer n.

Using an element eo=Pe satisfying (2.13), we can put
(*) (lcAn)T == a(lcAT) + b(itAT) + c((Sr+ki)eo) mod. i(Gkrect) (xAT),

for some integers a, b, and c by Lemma 2.6, where T=T(C,C). The homology
maps induced by (lcAz)T, lcAn, itAT and (Sr+lei)eo can be expressed as follows :
<icAx),T, (erAerf[iNZ'r+leAer) = (o, (‑i)r(r9fe)erAsr+k)

N er+hAer+k t X (‑1)r+ker+kAsr+le L,
(i,AT), (e,Ae,.eler,Aeer,.leAe.) == (e,As?.fe, o)

i er+kAer+le t "er+leASr+le"
(ivtArt), (e,Ae,,e[,Aee',,kAe,) ,., (te.As9.k, o)

i er+kAer+k t A O t,
(sr+ki),e,. (e.Ae,fkri eer,,leAe.) = (‑nerAsr?h, erAsr+'le)

S er+hAer+k t" O "
(ig(TAn))* == O for any gEGle1rpcr.

From (*), we obtain the identity
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(lcArc)*T* = a(lcAA)* + b(i tAx)* + c(Sr+hi)*eo*

of homology maps. Applying this to er+hAer+h, erAer+h and er+ltAept, we haVe
(‑ 1)r+ker+kAsr+k = aer+kASr+h,
O = aerAsr+k + bterAsr+k ‑ cnerAsr+le,
(‑1)r(r+le)erAsr+fe = cerASr+k･
This is, a=(‑1)r+k, c=(‑1)r(r+k) and b= ‑((‑1)r+le ‑(‑1)r(r+fe)n)!t and
(lcAn)T = (‑1)r+le(lcAT) ‑ nt(itAn) + (‑1)r(r+le)(Sr+lei) e,

mod. i(Gkreev)(xAz>, where n' =((‑1)r+le ‑(‑1)r(r+le)n)lt.

Here we can put
(lcAx)T == (‑1>r+le(lcArc) ‑ ni(i tAz) + (‑1)r(r+h)(sr+fei)eo + ig(nArr)

for some gEGklrpev. If g7!O, put gSo::=eo+(‑1)r(r+fe)g(TAz), then e,o satisfies
(2. 13) and the equality

(lcArr)T = (‑1)r+k(lcArr) ‑ n'(itAT) + (‑1)r(r+k)(Sr+ki)eia
hold.

Froin (ii) of Lemma 2. 7, there exists e'Er[CAC, Ncr} such that satisfy (2. 11),

(2. 12) and induce the same homology maps as e.
Let CiE･[N., CAC} be the homotopy inverse of 4' and s"'o =: <'ii. Then C' and 4,o

induce the same homology map as C and Co resp. Making use of Ct, by a similar
calculation we see that
T(lcAi) = (‑1)r(lcAi) ‑ n"cr/ ffAi) + (‑1)r(r+k)4te(srz) + (iAi)gT

for some gGGklna, where n" == ((‑1)r +(‑1)r(r+h)n)lt.

Hence we get the Lemrna:
Lemma 2.8. There exists 8E{CAC, Ai.} and its inverse ts"G{N., CAC} whzch
satisZy (2. 11) and the following relations :

( i ) (lcArr)T ::= (‑1)r+fe(lcAn) ‑ nt(i tArc) + (‑1)r(r+k)(sr+ki)e,,

(ii) T(lcAi) ‑ (‑1)r(lcAi) ‑ n"(7rtAi) ‑} (‑1)r(r+fe)4e(srx) + (iAi)gz
for somegeGle1rpcr, where ni = ((‑1)r+k ‑(‑1)r(r+le)n)!t, n" == ((‑1)r +(‑1)r(r+fe)n)!t,
g, = pe and c, == gi,.

Now we consider the element aEzr+h‑i(Sr) satisfying

(2. 15) lcAev=O and t(Slea)=O
where tev =O for an integer t.

Then the cell structure of Ncr can be interpreted as follows

Na == SrCcrVSr+feC.,
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Thus there exists a map rroHi ; Sr+kC ‑ Na such that

(2. 16) xo‑i(Sr+ki) == ii and TLeffo‑i=lsr+kc
i. e., no‑i is the inclusion.

Making use of (2. 15) we have the following commutative diagram associated
with (2. 14) and (2. 1) in which all rows and all columns are exact:

: : o
O‑{S2r+2fe, SrC} ‑ {S2r+2le, CAC} , {S2r+2le,Sr+leC} ‑O
J(sr+fez)" S
i'
o ‑ {sr+lec, src} (ICAt.)" {sr+kc,cAc}(19llA(;Z)* J,sr+lec, sr+hc} ‑,･ o

t l(srtlei)" S
O‑{S2r+k, src} ‑‑ {S2r+fe, CAC} ‑ {S2r+k, Sr+leC} ‑O

From (2. 11) (2. 12) and (2. 16) we have

oo o.

(2. 17> (Sr+lei)"(greo‑i) = 4o and (lcAz)*(Crro‑i) =: lsr+kc.

From (2. 2) and the commutativity of above diagram, we have

(2. is) (sr+lei)'(fiAi) == 7Ai.
Proposition 2.9. Let k be an odd integer. Assume that aETr+h‑i(Sr) sat'isjies
(2. 15). Then there exists an element rE{Sr+leC, CAC} such that

(i) (lcArc)r=(‑1)r+klsr+kc,
6i) (lcArr)Tr == lsr+kc
and
(iii) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r+i(lcAi) == (‑1)le(r+k)r(sr+hi)(srn) + (iAi)gff

zvhere T = T(C, C) and sonze gEGk!va.

Proof. From Lemma 2.8, we have
(2. 19) ,T(lcAi) + (‑1>r+i(lcAi) == (‑1)k(r+k)re(srrr) + (iAi)gT
where re =(‑1)r+leCo +(‑1)(r+i)(fe+Dne(7Ai), ne = (1 +(‑1)rhn)lt.

We consider an element
r = (‑1)r+leCTo‑t + (‑i)(r+i)(le+i)no(6Ai)

of [Sr+kC, CAC}. Then, from (2. 17) and (2. 18), we obtain that {Sr+ki)'r == re.
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Thus we have (iii).
Using (2. 17) and (lcAr)(lcAi) = O, it follows that

(2. 20) (lcArc)r == (‑1)r+klsr+kc.
From (i) of Lemma 2. 8, (2. 20) and (2. 3), we obtain

(lcAT)Tr = lsr+kc.
Proposition 2.10. Let le be an even integer. Assume that agTr+k‑i(Sr) satisfies
(2.15) and t == 2. Then there exists an element rE{Sr+leC, CAC} such that

(i) (lcAz)r= (‑1)r+lelsr+kc,

(ii) (lcAx)Tr=lsr+Ec
and
(iii) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r(lcAi) = r(sr+ki)(srz) + (‑1)r(i tAi) + (iAi)gx
where T == T(C, C) and some gEGle1rpa.

Preof. From (ii) of Lemma 2.8 and (2. 2), we have
(2. 19)t T(lcAi) = (‑1)r(lcAi) + ro(Srx) ‑ (‑1)r(7TAi) + (iAi)gT
= (‑1)r+h(1.Ai) + re(Srrc) + (‑1)r(i t‑Ai) + (iAi)gT
where ro =(‑1)r(1 ‑ no) ("t" Ai) +(‑1)r(r+le)ago, no == (1 +(‑1)rhn)!t.

We consider an element
r = (‑1)r(r+k)4rr,‑t + (‑1)r(1 ‑ ne) (SAi)

of {sr+kC, CAC}‑
By a similar calculation as in Proposition 2.9 we have the results.

Next we consider the element aExr+fe‑i(Sr) satisfying

(2.21) lcAa=(Sri)a'(sr+le‑tT) and 7a==O
for some non trivial elernent atET2r+2k‑i(S2r) and the integer t such that ta ==O
(c. f. , Lemma 2. 3).

We put
'

(2. 22) Q= S2rue2r+2le
al
and denote by

(2. 23) ii : S2r ‑Q and Tt : (? . S2r+2k
the canonical inclusion and the map collapsing S2r to a point resp. Then from
(2.9) we have following cofibrations

it xt

(2.24) S2r ‑Q‑ S2r+2le,
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(2.2s) s2r+fe L' Na. ‑{!!'‑. o.
Making use of (2.21) we have the following commutative diagram associated
with (2.14) and (2.25) in which all rows and all columns are exact:

'''‑{Q, CAsr}

i I ･t
‑‑‑‑. {Q, CAC}

‑ {O, CAsr+le} ‑o

t irr'" t

･･･‑‑‑‑. {N., cAsr] (1ditt*){N., cAc} (ICmA.rr,.Z)"{N., cAsr+k} .‑. o

t tii" t
O‑{S2r+le, CASr} ‑ {S2r+fe, CAC} ‑ {S2r+le, CASr+le}‑ O

oo o.

'

From the Puppe's exact sequence associated with the cofibration (2.24) and

Lemma 2.1, we obtain that ‑
(2. 26) {Q, CASr+k} == Z+i(Gklrpa)xt '
and (Sr+le t)rri is a generator of free part.

On the other hand, the right column in the above diagramsplits. Thus, from
(2.10), Lemma 2.1 and the relation rcini =(Sr+kT)ne, we obatin that

(2.27) {IVat, CASr+le}=Z+Z+i(Gleraa)nao
and (7rr)xo and TG are generators of free parts.

From (2.3) and (2.10), we obtain
ii'(Sr6)Te == (sr6)Toii = (sr6) (sr+hi) = sr?1,

Thus it follows frorn commutativity of the above diagram that

(2.8) ii*((lcAi)(Sr6)ze)=IAi. .
Proposition 2. 11. Let le be an odd integer. Assume that an element aGffr+k‑i(sr)
satisfies (2.21). Then there exists an element P of {Nct, CAC} such that

(i) (lcArr)P= (‑1)r+leTo,

(ii) (lcArc)TP= xo
'

(iii) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r+i(lcAi) =: (‑1)le(r+k)Pii(Srr) + (iAi)gx

where T =T(C, C) and some gEGk!qa (c.f., Lemma 2.8),
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Proof. Let C be a homotopy eqgivalencg given in Lemma 2.8. Then we put
P = (‑1)(r+i)(le+i)no(lcAi)(Srb)rce + (‑1)r+hC7'E{Ncv, CAC}

where no =:(1+(‑1)rfen)lt. Then using (2.19), (2.28), (2.12) and Lemma 2.8, the
proof of this proposition is completely paral!el to it of Proposition 2.9.
Proposition 2. 12. Let k be an even integer. Assume that an element crETr+h‑i(Sr)
satisfies (2.21) and t = 2. Then there exists an element P of {N., CAC} such that

(i) (lcAff)P=(‑i)r+kne,

(ii) (lcAT)TP =ro
and
(iii) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r(lcAi) =‑ (‑1)le(r+le)Pii(Srn) + (‑1)ri tAi + (iAi)gz

ttt

'

where T=T(C, C) and some gEGkl?a (c.f., Lefuma 2. 8). '
Pxoof. For s" in Lemma 2.8, we put
P = (‑1)r(1 ‑ no)(lcAi)(Srti) To + (‑1)r(r+le) agi

where ne ==(1+(‑1)rlen)lt. Then using (2.19)', (2.28) and (2.i2), similarly as in
Proposition 2.10 we have the results.
g3. Existence ef the admissihie multiplication in h'( ; ev)

Let pt be an associative multiplication in a reduced generalized cohomology
theory {"laU*, a}. In this paragraph we define a multiplication ptct in hN'( : or) for some
ctErcr+k‑i(Sr), and give a sufficient condition for uat to be admissible.

Let A and B be finite CVV‑complexes with base points,' for any element pa of

{A, B}, we define a homomorphism

g** : ttk(XAB) ‑ %*(XAA)
by the formula
p*'ic .= a‑m(lxAf)aM

where f: SmA ‑> SmB is a map representing P. The definition of 9"* dose not
depend on the choice of t

Making use of an element rG{Sr+kC, CAC}, ,we define a map

'"V; a),'tW
(3. 1) ptat : hi(X ; a) (g) hd(Y
‑‑‑‑‑>AJ
hi+j(XAY ; a)
as the compsition
ptat = (‑1)i(r+k)a‑(r+h)(lxAyAr)"(lxAT'Alc)'pt :
%i(X ; a) (E9%i'(Y ; a) ==:%i+r+k(XAC) (2g) %j+r+le(YAC)

‑ hA'i+j+2r+2le(XACAYAC)
., h"Vi,j+2r+2le(xAYACAC)
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‑‑‑. fii+j+2r+2k(xAYACASr+fe)
‑‑‑‑‑> fii+j+r+k(XAYAC) = %i+j(XAY ; a)

where T' =T(Y, C).
Obviously ptct is linear and natural with respece to both variable.

Proposition 3.1. Assume that rcii{Sr+kC, CAC} satisfies

(3. 2) (‑1)r+k(lcAx)r = lsr+kc=(lcAT)Tr
where T=T(c, c). Then the map ptat of (3.1) is a multiplication satis.Eying (Ai)
and (A3).

Proof. To prove (Ai), putting T' =T(Y, C), T‑‑T(C, C).
By definition of pct and ptat, we have
ptat(Pct op 1) == a'(f'+k)(lxAyAr)rk"(lxATiAlc)*pt((lxArr)a"+h (Ei) lyAc)

=:= a‑(r+k) r**(lxAyAT)* (lxAyAlcAT)* a'r+kpt
= a‑(,'+k)((lcAz)Tr)** ar+k pt

=pt == ptL by (3. 2).
Similarly, using the relation (lcAz)r ‑‑ (‑1)r+klsr+kc, we obtain that
Fta(1 (g) Pct) = LtR.
Then it follows that pat(1) is the bilatiral unit of ptct (see [2]).

The compatibility with suspension isomorphism aa and (A3) are verified directly
from the definition of ptct, aa and the associativity of ps,

Proposition 3.2. U there exists an element rE{sr+leC, CAC} satisflJ,ing the
relation

(3. 3) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r+fe(lcAi) == (‑1)k(r+le)r(sr+hi) (srrr) + (‑1) r(r+k) (iAi) (srx)

for some XG{C, Sr}, then maP ptct of (3.1) satisfies (A2) with associated cohomology

'

oPeration

xct :=: (‑1)i(r+k)x**ar : tt( ) ‑ hNi‑le( ; a)

where T=T(C, C).
Proof, We put T' =T(Y, C). On ‑h"i(X ; a) (g)%j'(Y ; a), we have
1!̀L(6cr,o (Ei> 1) + (ww1)ifeL̀R(1 op 6cr,o)

' = (･‑ 1)i(r+k) amr(lxAyAlcAi)' (lxAyAT)'(lxAT'Alc)" pt
+ (‑1)i(r+k)+r+le a‑r(lxAyAlcAi)" (lxAT'Alc)* pt
== (‑1)i(r+le)a‑r(T(lcAi) + (‑1)r+fe (lcAi))"* (lxATtAlc)*pt

= (‑1)i(r+le)a‑r((‑1)le(r+k) r<sr+ki) (Srz))**(lxATtAlc)"Y
+ (‑ 1)i(r+k) a‑r (( ‑ 1)r(r+k) (iAi) (srz))"" (lxA T'Alc)' ps
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= (‑ 1)i(r+k) (IArc)* afe(IAi)* a‑(r+k) (IAr)* (IATtAlc)* pt

+ (ml)i(r+k)+r(r+k) x**a‑r (iAi)"" (IAT'Alc)* pt
= 6. pt. + (‑1)i(r+h)+r(r+k) x** ar a‑2r(iAi)** (IATtAlc)" P.

On the other hand we have
pt(ti.,o (Eg) 6cr,e) = (‑1)(i+j)(r+k)+ir+r(r+k)a‑2r(iAi)**(IATtAlc)* pt.

Here we put
Xat == (‑1)i(r+fe)x**ar : h"'"i( ) ‑ h‑'i‑k( ; a),

then we have
6aFta == P̀L(acr,e (El) 1) + (un1)ifeL̀R(1 (21) 6a,o) ‑ (be1)ileXcrFt(6a,o op ticr,o).

Clearly xa is a cohomology operation and the relation
xctpt == FtR(xa (8) 1) = (‑1)ik ptL(1 (El) xct)

holds.

As a consequence of Proposition 2.9, 2.10, 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we obtain
the following theorem :

Theorem 3.3. Assume that an element aETr+k‑i(Sr) satisfies (2.15) and t =2
if fe is even. Then there exists an acimissibie multiplication pta in h‑"*( ; cr).

Now we consider an element aGzr+fe‑i(Sr) sasisfying (2.21), i. e., lcAa=
(Sri)ai(Sr+k‑ix) and tNa=O for some atET2r+2k‑t(S2r) and the integer t such that
ta == O.

Using the notation (2.9), cofibration

s2r‑L' N.L' sr+lec
yields, for any finite CW‑complex VV with a base point, a cofibration

(3.4) wAs2r t‑'e vvAN. lmmt‑ZOwAsr+kc.
If (atz)'* ==O in h", then the h"‑cohomology exact sequence associated to the
above cofibration (3.4> breaks into the following exact sequence
(3.s) o ‑ %n(v{7Asr+kc) (iAZ'Ege)" h'vn(vvAN.) (iA!rlg)o)" h"vn(vvAs2,) ‑ o.

By (3.5) for W =SO and n== 2r, it follows that
Lemma 3.4. (i) if (atT)" =O in "h"", then there exists 9eENh2r(Nex) satisflying

(3.6) ie"9o == ff2'1,
(ii) if at**=O in h*, then there exists 9oeh2r(N.) satis.11ying

(3.6)i ie"9o == a2rl and ii'9e =O.
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Proof. See Lemma 4.2 of [2].

Making use of 9o of Lemma 3.4, hence at least under the assumption of
(atT)** == O, we define a homorphism

g. : 'hN'n(vvAN.) ‑ "hVn(WASr+leC)

(3. 7) 9w(x) == (1urATg)'‑i(x ‑ pt(a‑2r(1vaAie)'x (E9･9o))
for xEhn(VPrAN.).
Since x‑pt(a‑2r(1vaAie)"x(g)9o) is in the kernel of (lwAio)* and (lwArro)* is

monomorphic, the map 9va of (3.7) is well‑defined homomorphism.

Lemma 3.5. (i) Pve is a left inverse of (1urATe)*, i.e., opur(lwAzo)*=an
identity maP;hence the sequence of (3.5) sPlits:

hNn(VVAN.) = ‑h"n(vprAsr+kc) (D%n(vVAs2r).
(ii) 9w is natural in the sense that

(fASr"felc)*9w == 9w'(fAINa)",

where f: VVi ‑ VV‑
(iii) 9ur is comPatible with the suspension in the sense that

(lwAT')*a9rv = Psur(1vrAT")*a,
where Tt == T(Si, Sr+kC) and T" == T(Si, N.).
(iv) The relation
Ft(JY (2i) g)ve(x)) = 90yAwLt(Y op･ X)

e" N

holdS, where xEhn(VVAN.) and Yehm(Y).
(v)･ ILIC 9o satisfies (3.6)t, then the relation

(lwAsr+lei)*9va = (lwAii)'
holds for the inclusions i: Sr ‑‑‑‑> C and ii: S2r ‑ Na.
(vi) Assume that pt is, commutative. Then the relations hold;

(a) pt(zX9o) = T"pt (9oQ z),

where zE%i(Z) and T'=T(Z, Na)･
(b) (lwAT")"ps(Pw(x) X 2) == PvrAz(lwAT')*pt(x (g) z),

where xEhn(WAIV.), zGhi(Z), Tt =T(Z, N.) and T"=T(Z, Sr+leC).
Preof. Byasimilar calcuation to Lemma 4.3, 4.4, 4.5and Lemma 4.6of
[2], we have the results.
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Making use of the homomorphism 9w defined by (3.7) and the element P of
{Na, CAC}, we fefine a map
(3. 8) ptct :%i(X ; a) Cg) fii'(Y ; ev) ‑ Nhi+j(XAY ; a)
as the composition
pta = (‑1)i(r+h)a"(r+k) 9xAy(lxAyAP)"(lxAT'Alc)*pt :
hNi(X ; cr) op %i'(Y ; cr) ‑ %i+r+k(XAC) op Ah'i+r‑le(YAC)

‑ hi+j+2r+2le(XACAYAC)
r‑‑> %i+j+2r"2le(XAYACAC)

‑ hNi+i+2r+2le(XAYANcr)
H‑‑.> fii+j+2r+2le(X'AYASr+kC)

‑ h""i+j+r+k (xAyAc) ‑: ni+j(XAY ; a),
where T' == T(Y, C).
ptat is defined only if (aln)"" = O.

The defimtion of ptct depends on ,the choices of 9e apd P. However we fix
during the subsequent proofs of properties of an admissible multiplication.
Clearly ptct is linear and natural with respect to both variables.

Proposition 3.6. if an element PE{Ncr, CAC"r satisfies

(3.9) ' (lcAT)TP :=: zo=(‑1)r'le(lcAT)P,
where T=T(C, C), rco:Ncr ‑, Sr+kC is the map collaPsing S2r,,then the maP
ptat of (3.8) is a multiPlication satt's.flying (Ai).

Proof. (See Theorem 4.7 of [2]) From (i) of Lemma 3.5 and (3.9) we can see
(AD directly. From (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.5 it follows that the map ptat of (3.8)

is compatible with the suspension isomorphism aor.

Proposition 3.8. 11f pt is a commutative multiPlication, then for any PE{Ncr,
CAC] the maP pta of (3.8) satisfies (A3).

Preof. (See Theorem 4,10 of [2]) It follows from (iv) and (vi) of Lemma 3.5
that ptct satisfy (A3). ･

'

Proposition 3.8. Let ai"" =O in %". Assume that PE{Ncr, CAC} satisfies
(3. 10) T(lcAi) + (‑1)r+h(lcAi) = (‑1)k(r+h) Pii(Srrc) + (‑1)r(r+h)(iAi)(Srx)

for some xE{C, Sr}, where T=T(C, C). Then the maP ptat of (3.8) satisfies (A2)
with associated cohomology operation
xct==(‑1)i(r+fe)x**ar : h"Ui( ) ‑ hA'i"k( ; .).

Proof. (See Theorem 4.9 of [2]) It follows from (v) of Lemma 3.5 that
satisfy (A2)･
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As a consequence of Proposition 2.11, 2.12, 3.6, 3.7 and Proposition 3.8 we

have
tZ'heorem 3.9. Let pt be a commutative, associative multiplication in a reduced

N Assume that aertr+h‑i(Sr) satisfies (2.21) and the
generaliaed cohomology theory h*.
order of ct is two if k is an even integer. if at**=O in f hW*, then the admissible
multiPlication tta exist in %"( ; a).
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